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QUESTION 1

Users are unable to access data stored on an ONTAP cluster. The storage aggregate show command reports that the
aggregates are offline and wafl_inconsistent. 

Which action would you perform to recover the aggregate? 

A. Perform an aggregate copy and delete the source aggregate. 

B. Execute the storage aggregate online command from the cluster shell. 

C. Use file system recovery tools to recover the aggregate. 

D. Execute the aggr online command from maintenance mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to non-disruptively remove a DS224C shelf from a 4-shelf stack. 

Which three actions should be performed to accomplish this task? (Choose three.) 

A. Ensure that an aggregate relocation has been performed. 

B. Ensure that the HA pair is not in a takeover state. 

C. Ensure that the stack is connected using multipath high availability. 

D. Ensure that each node is in a takeover state when you remove the cables. 

E. Ensure that no aggregates exist on the shelf. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: https://docs.netapp.com/platstor/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.netapp.doc.hw-ds-sas3-service%
2FGUID-74DE67F4-BDA9-4A70-9551-076F21AC592A.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A FAS8200 system fails to boot because of a corrupted image on the boot media. Which action would be performed to
solve this problem? 

A. Copy the boot image from the root volume of the node. 

B. Download a network image using the netboot procedure. 

C. Use the boot_recovery command from the LOADER prompt. 

D. Execute the boot_primary command at the loader. 
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Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMM1278407/html/sysadmin/GUID-7B9B378A-00014430-A82D-1382
E9A570C5.html 

 

QUESTION 4

After you replace a network adapter card in a NetApp node, what should be done before you put the node back into
production? 

A. From the cluster::> prompt, use the sldiag utility for testing before rejoining the cluster. 

B. From the LOADER> prompt, use the boot_diags command and use the sldiag utility for testing. 

C. From the LOADER> prompt, use the boot_ontap command to boot into ONTAP and use the sldiag utility for testing. 

D. From the cluster::> prompt, use the set diag command for testing before rejoining the cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

After replacing a failed disk, the disk does not appear as a spare on any node in the cluster. 

What should be done to correct this problem? 

A. Physically remove the disk and re-seat it firmly in the storage bay. 

B. Physically remove and re-seat each IOM in the shelf, one at a time. 

C. Assign ownership of the replaced disk to a node. 

D. Add the disk into an aggregate on either node. 

Correct Answer: C 
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